The second-order h-type indicators are suggested to identify top units in scientometrics. Basically, the re-ranking of h-type series leads to the second-order h-type indicator. The second-order h-type indicators provide an interesting and natural method to identify top units, yielding fixed h-top. Differentiating from the series of artificially defined highly cited percentile classes, the h-top contributes a natural definite top in the series of highly cited classes. When studying theoretically, the second-order h-index concerns 3% of the h-top whereas the first-order h-index refers to 10% of the h-core. The ratio of the first-and second-order h-index, h T /h, is 30%. When studying empirically, the ratio of the first-and secondorder h-index, h T /h, is <30%. The approach of calculating second-order h-type indicators is exemplified based on journals in two fields.
Introduction
Hirsch introduced the idea of the h-index in 2005, which has been compared with other bibliometric indicators (Bornmann et al., 2008 (Bornmann et al., , 2011 and its theoretical aspects have been discussed (Egghe and Rousseau, 2006; Glänzel, 2006; Schubert and Glänzel, 2007; Ye, 2009 Ye, , 2011 . Its applications have been expanded from single researchers to various other units (e.g., journals or countries) as well as networks (Korn et al., 2009; Schubert et al., 2009; Schubert and Soos, 2010; Zhao et al., 2011) . One of the most important reasons for the success of the h-index is its ability to delimit the core part (in terms of citation impact) of a publication set in a simple way. Furthermore, it is one of the few indicators which combine output and impact in a single number. When the h-index is used within a single-subject category (or related subject categories) and with publications from a same time period, it might be an interesting complement to other bibliometric indicators. Since the introduction of the h-index in 2005, the results of many studies on the index have been published. Recently, various reviews of the literature have appeared (see, e.g., Alonso et al., 2009; Egghe, 2010; Norris & Oppenheim, 2010) .
Shortly after the introduction of the h-index, the concepts of first-order h-index and second-order h-index were proposed by Prathap (2006) : the first-order h-index h 1 =h if the unit (e.g., an institution) has published h papers with at least h citations each, and the second-order h-index h 2 =h if the unit (e.g., an institution) has h individuals each having an individual h-index of at least h. Furthermore, some h-series, such as successive h-indices (Schubert, 2007; Ruane & Tol, 2008) , have been discussed. However, Prathap's "second-order" h-index is not really "of order two," and the h-series are h-indices at different objects. The further consideration of the h-index of h-series has not yet been performed because real 'second-order h-indexes' have never been used. Thus, the real second-order h-index remains an unanswered question, and our study focuses on the question of how a second-order h-index can be defined and identified for the same unit.
Recently, the topic of research excellence has received increasing attention in scientometrics, and many different methods have been proposed for identifying excellent papers (Bornmann, 2013 (Bornmann, , 2014 . The concept of "core documents" (Glänzel, 2012) was introduced, mostly with a focus on "highly cited papers," "most frequently cited papers," or "top cited papers," by the methodology of similarity. According to the review of Bornmann (2014) , some different methods have been used in scientometric studies to identify excellent papers. However, most methods are applied in arbitrary ways by artificially setting proportions, such as setting excellence at top 1%, top 5%, or top 10%. In this study, we propose a simple and natural method for identifying top units at fixed proportions, based on the h-index concept.
Methodology
Suppose S denotes sources (e.g., publications, P) and T denotes items (e.g., citations, C) in a source-item model (Egghe, 2005) as well as R denotes the order number of sources ranked by items and T R denotes the number of items of source R. Then, there exists the number series:
The h-index is defined as
If there is an h-index series {h r (r =,1,2,…r..)} and we re-rank the h-index series from high to low value as
then we obtain the second-order h-index of this h-index series as
The procedure is illustrated in Figure 1 , in which each P i -C i (i=1, 2, … r…s) plane contributes a single h-index. Linking all h-indices in all P i -C i planes and projecting them onto the h r -r plane, a distributed curve of h-indices emerges (let us call it the h-curve). The second-order h-index is the h-index of the h-curve.
In Figure 1 , the h-indices {h 1 , h 2 , h 3 …} are located on different planes {C 1 O 1 P 1 , C 2 O 2 P 2 , C 3 O 3 P 3 ,…}. The projective curve of all h-indices defines the h-curve {linking points h 1 , h 2 , h 3 …h T …}. The h-index h T of the h-curve (the crossing point of the h-curve and line OA) is the second-order h-index, which provides a simple method to identify top units. We call the core of the second-order h-index as h-top.
Definition: The second-order h-index in a ranked h-index series {h r (r =,1,2,…r…)} is equal to h T . if h T is the largest natural number such that the h-index reaches h T with the corresponding h-index equaling at least h T . The second-order h-core is defined as h-top including units with h ≤ h T .
When the first-order h-index is h and the second-order h-index is h T ; in any system, h T /h can be defined as the ratio of the first-order to the second-order h-index.
A second-order variant can not only be defined for the h-index itself but also for variants of the h-index. For example, one of the most important variants is the g-index which is defined as the largest number n of highly cited publications, for which the mean number of citations is at least n (Egghe, 2006) .
If there is a cumulative series corresponding to (1) and (2)
A second-order variant can not only be defined for the h-index itself but variants of the h-index. For example, one of the most important variants is the which is defined as the largest number n of highly cited publications, for w mean number of citations is at least n (Egghe, 2006) .
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The projective curve of all h-indices defines the h-curve {linking points h 1 , h 2 , h 3 …h T …}. The h-index h T of the h-curve (the crossing point of the h-curve and line OA) is the second-order h-index, which provides a simple method to identify top units. We call the core of the second-order h-index as h-top.
When the first-order h-index is h and the second-order h-index is h T ; in any system, h T /h can be defined as the ratio of the first-order to the second-order h-index. keep concordance, the second-order h-type indices and h-top are unique. We will illustrate the proposed method with the following empirical cases.
Empirical cases
For the empirical examples, we extracted publications from the Web of Science (WoS), including Science Citation Index -Expanded (SCI-E), Social Science Citation Index (SSCI), and Arts & Humanities Citation Index (A&HCI). We downloaded papers with the document type Article, Letter, and Review published between 2001 (in May 12, 2016 . Two fields were selected as examples: one field is Mathematics (Math), covering 425 journals, and the other field is Library and Information Science (LIS), covering 103 journals. The following results are based on publications and their citations. The journal h-indices are used as first-order h-indices, and the second-order h-cores of these journals are listed in the Appendix.
(1) h-top journals in Mathematics
Ranking the h-indices of math journals, we obtained h T =34 in the h-series. The top 34 journals are shown in Figure 2 . With 34/425=0.08, the h-top of the math journals refers to the top 8% journals in the field of Mathematics.
(2) h-top journals in LIS
Ranking the h-indices of LIS journals, we obtained h T =28. The top 28 journals are shown in Figure 3 .
With 28/103=0.27, the h-top of the LIS journals is 27%. Among these journals, there are MIS Quarterly, Scientometrics, the Journal of Informetrics, the Journal of Information Science, and JASIST, etc.
As both examples show, h-tops refer to different top percentages, but each h-top is field-specifically fixed. This is a natural way to generate h-top.
Here, we see that a larger h-set produces a smaller h-top in proportion (8% in 425 Math journals), while a smaller h-set produces a larger h-top in proportion (27% in 103 LIS journals).
Analysis and Discussion
In this section, we discuss both static and dynamic cases.
(1) Static case
Let h(r) be the second-order h-curve in the continuous case, its h-core (as h-top) is LIS journals).
Analysis and Discussion
(1) Static case Let h(r) be the second-order h-curve in the continuous case, its h-core (as h-top) is
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where C is the total number of citations and a is a constant ranging between 3 and 5. Egghe and Rousseau derived the Egghe-Rousseau model (Egghe and Rousseau, 2006) in the framework of the Lotkaian informetrics, which can be re-written as
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By using the Egghe-Rousseau formula with α=2 and P=100, we estimate h=10 according to Eq. (14) . When α=2 and X=10, we estimate h T ≈3.3 according to Eq. (18) . This means that the first-order h-core refers to 10% and the second-order h-top to about 3% of the sources. The ratio of the first-order h-core to the second-order h-top is 3/10=30%. Since the Egghe-Rousseau formula is highly simplified and is used only as a reference in this study, the estimated values can be referenced only. Let us record h_H, h_E-R, and h_G-S as the Hirsch estimate, the Egghe-Rousseau estimate, and the Glänzel-Schubert estimate of the h-index. Suppose α=2, a=5, and c=1, we obtain the following estimates as theoretical reference values of the h-index (Ye, 2011) :
Using our empirical cases, we computed the theoretical estimations based on the original data (P and C, c.f. Appendix). The results are shown in Figures 4 and 5 .
Visually, the Glänzel-Schubert estimation and the Hirsch estimation look better than the Egghe-Rousseau estimation. The Egghe-Rousseau formula is strictly limited by á=2 in the fitting. This situation has been discussed by Ye (2011) and can be quantitatively measured by Pearson correlation coefficients. Table 1 shows that the Glänzel-Schubert estimation and the Hirsch estimation correlate higher with the real h than the Egghe-Rousseau estimation.
The analytical results in the table reveal that both the Glänzel-Schubert estimation and the Hirsch estimation can be applied as a theoretical reference for computing the h-index.
However, in the second-order case, only sources X show clear numbers, so that it is convenient to apply the Egghe-Rousseau estimation. The comparable results are shown in Table 2 , where α=2.
We see that the Egghe-Rousseau estimates are not correct in two cases; both are smaller than the practical values. An important reason for the result is the choice of α=2. Generally, 1<α<3，X ≥ 1, and h T ≥ 1 link with α as h-index.
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(2) Dynamic case Following Egghe (2007) , the dynamic h-index is
where t is the time period, a is the aging rate, and α>1 is the Lotkaian exponent (in the Lotkaian informetrics).
Since the calculations are made in a single field, the dynamic second-order h-index is
When X is a constant and α>1 is stable in the field, changes over time are
For all t ≥ 0, h T '(t) > 0 and h T ''(t) < 0, there is
which means that h T (t) is a concavely increasing function for a fixed X, α, and a. This is a dynamic reference system.
Taken all together, the analyses reveal that the second-order h-index and h-top are relatively unique, simple, and robust, such as the first-order h-index and h-core. With h-top, a core can be efficiently extracted from large datasets. Thus, h-top might be especially useful in the analysis of big-data. However, the second-order h-index and h-top take -as simple concepts -only a few information into account, and both can only provide 'core' information.
Conclusions
The second-order h-index h T can be differentiated from the h-index of highly cited papers by finding a fixed value in the series of highly cited percentile classes.
According to a rough estimation on the basis of the Egghe-Rousseau formula, h T
which means that h T (t) is a concavely increasing function for a fixed X, α, and a. This is a dynamic reference system. Taken all together, the analyses reveal that the secondorder h-index and h-top are relatively unique, simple, and robust, such as the first-order h-index and h-core. With h-top, a core can be efficiently extracted from large datasets. Thus, h-top might be especially useful in the analysis of big-data. However, the second-order h-index and h-top take -as simple concepts -only a few information into account, and both can only provide 'core' information.
The second-order h-index h T can be differentiated from the h-index of highly cited papers by finding a fixed value in the series of highly cited percentile classes. According to a rough estimation on the basis of the Egghe-Rousseau formula, h T approximately indicates the top 3% if h denotes the 10% core. This means that the second-order h-index assigns 30% of the first-order h-core to h-top. We studied the journals from two fields empirically. The results show a percentage of 8% for h-top in Mathematics and 27% in LIS. These values are smaller than the theoretically expected values. The exploration of reasons for the differences between expectations and empirical results is a question for future research. Visually, the Glänzel-Schubert estimation and the Hirsch estimation look better han the Egghe-Rousseau estimation. The Egghe-Rousseau formula is strictly limited y á=2 in the fitting. This situation has been discussed by Ye (2011) and can be uantitatively measured by Pearson correlation coefficients. Table 1 shows that the länzel-Schubert estimation and the Hirsch estimation correlate higher with the real h Visually, the Glänzel-Schubert estimation and the Hirsch estimation look better an the Egghe-Rousseau estimation. The Egghe-Rousseau formula is strictly limited y á=2 in the fitting. This situation has been discussed by Ye (2011) and can be uantitatively measured by Pearson correlation coefficients. Table 1 shows that the länzel-Schubert estimation and the Hirsch estimation correlate higher with the real h Differentiating from the series of highly cited percentile classes, which are artificially defined, the h-top is defined as the natural definite top in the series of highly cited classes. The second-order h-index and h-top have unique fixed values, which is beneficial to other methods based on arbitrarily set proportions.
Although both the second-order h-index h T and the h-index of highly cited papers can be used as top indicators, they reflect different concepts, whereas the secondorder h-index h T measures h-top, the h-index of highly cited papers represents the h-core in highly cited papers. Both top metrics can be applied to any informetric unit.
Note that the use and comparison of the second-order h-type indicators are only applicable in one and the same field. If one wants to compare citation impact across different fields, field-normalized indicators have to be used.
